r climate change r communicable diseases r conflicts and arms proliferation r access to education r governance and corruption r malnutrition and hunger r migration r sanitation and access to clean water r subsidies and trade barriers.
Each problem is introduced by a world-renowned expert who defines the scale of the problem and examines a range of policy options. Shorter pieces offer alternative positions.
This abridged version of the highly lauded Global Crises, Global Solutions provides a serious yet accessible springboard for debate and discussion on the world's most serious problems and what we can do to solve them.
Introduction
What Should We Do First? 2 Each day decisions are made about global political priorities. We choose to support some worthy causes while others are disregarded. Unfortunately, political decisions seldom take into account a comprehensive view of the effects and costs of solving one problem in relation to another. Priorities are often set in an obfuscated environment involving the conflicting demands of the media, the people, and politicians. Despite all good intentions, the decision-making process is marred by arbitrary and haphazard methods. The idea behind the Copenhagen Consensus is to render, in the future, this process less arbitrary, because political decisions should not be made arbitrarily, but should be based on facts and knowledge. The result stemming from the Copenhagen Consensus 2004 is very concrete: a ranked list of real challenges, for real people, in the real world. Why were all the experts economists? Many have questioned this. The goal for the Copenhagen Consensus was to set priorities using the expertise of economists to set economic priorities. It seems clear that climate issues are best assessed by climate experts, and issues relating to malaria are best evaluated by malaria experts. If we asked a malaria expert or a climate expert to prioritize global warming or communicable diseases as the most pressing global concern, it would not be difficult to imagine which issue each would find most important. As such, economists were the featured experts at the Copenhagen Consensus.
The purpose of the Copenhagen Consensus was to build a bridge between the ivory tower of research and the general public. We need the rational calculations of economists in order to understand how we can best realize compassionate solutions that will make for a better world. Research should be utilized. Knowledge should be utilized. These facts were taken very seriously at the Copenhagen Consensus.
The task assigned to the expert panel was not easy.
They found that in some areas the information that was available -upon which they were to base their evaluations - What about the rest of the list? The bad solutions? It is not only difficult to set priorities -it is also unpleasant.
The ranking of problems doesn't only imply that one problem stands at the top, but also that one lies at the bottom. 
